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Connecting Point

Key Market Vertical:
SMB

Founded:
1982

Specializations:
Data security

url:
www.cpgreeley.com

Ingram Micro, McAfee Unlock
Security Success for
Connecting Point
Data security is big business -- and it’s easy to see
why. Nearly 80 percent of business-critical
information is transmitted via e-mail, according to
Gartner Research, making e-mail and Web security
an imperative, and giving solution providers like
Greeley, Colo.-based Connecting Point an everexpanding customer base.
A founding member of Ingram Micro’s VentureTech
Network, Connecting Point is a strong believer in
the power of partnership and relies on Ingram
Micro and McAfee to keep its customers secure,
says the company’s President Ted Warner. An
Ingram Micro partner since 1986 and an Ingram
Micro Services partner since 2008, Warner says
the value-focused distributor has facilitated
prosperous relationships with vendors such as
McAfee by streamlining the buying process and
removing several steps in the vendor vetting
process.

Business Challenge:
Expand security business via Managed
Security Services

and customers love the built-in encryption and
the disaster recovery/message continuity
features,” he says.
“And Connecting Point’s sales team loves the
fact that McAfee is easy to sell”, Warner says,
“and boasts a 95 percent retention rate with
customers.” McAfee is recognized as one of the
world’s largest dedicated security technology
companies, and offers a comprehensive cloud
and web security SaaS (Software as a Service)
solution. In 2011, McAfee was recognized by
VARs in CRN magazine’s list of Top 25 Best
Companies to Partner With.
“We’ve been so successful selling McAfee
because we continue to use their extensive
resources,” Warner comments. “While it’s not
an overly complex solution, it’s really well
thought out. McAfee offers free turnkey
marketing resources, as well as weekly online
webinars to educate and inform customers. We
also train internally on how to best position the
solution; our sales teams know the ins and outs
of the product and are able to demonstrate that
for our customers,” he explains.

“Ingram Micro and its Ingram Micro Cloud
Marketplace have made it easier to do business
with many of our key vendors, including McAfee,”
he says. “Within our larger PointCare managed
services offering, McAfee e-mail management
enables us to successfully manage nearly three
thousand mailboxes and keep them spam- and
virus-free,” Warner says.

The affordable price is another reason Warner
says Connecting Point has had such great
success selling McAfee’s managed security
solution to customers. Warner says Connecting
Point’s sales strategy is to offer the basic
solution and then up-sell and cross-sell based
on customers’ specific needs.

“The McAfee tool is reliable, extremely
affordable and it’s the least labor-intensive for
our NOC (network operations center) staff,

“Many VARs, like us, are gravitating toward
services like McAfee because they’re highermargin, easier to sell, and they’re

Solution:
Partner with Ingram Micro and McAfee to
deliver comprehensive security solutions
Customer Benefits:
With the help of Ingram Micro, Connecting
Point has built a successful revenue stream
around McAfee’s easy–to-use, reliable
managed e-mail and web security solution

recession-proof,” Warner states. “So, even though
the solution is only a few dollars per mailbox, the
fact that the services and the add-ons can generate
recurring incremental revenue is key,” he says.
“Ingram Micro and McAfee open doors for us.
Every business, especially SMBs, need services
like e-mail and Web security. That’s never going to
change.”

“Ingram Micro has made it easier to do
business with many of our key vendors like
McAfee.”
— Ted Warner, President, Connecting Point

CorCystems

Key Market Verticals:
SMB, Healthcare, Industrial

Founded:
2000

Business Challenge:
A federally regulated consumer products
business was seeking help with a
business continuity plan that could handle
more than 6TB of live data and 24
production servers, offer reliable
overnight backups, and provide a way to
quickly retrieve and restore that data

url:
www.corcystems.com
Employees:
10

Business Challenge
Solution provider CorCystems already had a
longstanding consulting and managed services
relationship with a federally regulated consumer
products business when it approached them for
help with a business continuity plan. “They needed
a disaster recovery solution for their network
environment, one that would improve on their
current on-premise backup solution,” explains Tony
DeMarco, owner of CorCystems. With more than
6TB of live data and 24 production servers, the
customer was struggling to find a solution that
offered reliable overnight backups and provided a
way to quickly retrieve and restore that data.
Additionally, the business sought technology that
had the capacity and scalability to house that data
and expand for expected growth.

Solution
To meet all those demands, CorCystems delivered
a dedicated managed hosting environment through
its partnership with Rackspace. The solution
consists of 20+ virtual servers and leveraged
DoubleTake Availability software for real-time
server replication between the customer’s
environment and Rackspace. To support that
solution, CorCystems also handles remote
management and monitoring tools, conducts an
annual disaster recovery test, and provides full
documentation and a support staff to the customer.
DeMarco admits that the solution had its
challenges, such as developing a reliable
consistent connection to Rackspace and
replicating the customer’s data in real time
without conflict with production. CorCystems

invested in DoubleTake to help resolve those
issues, but also credits Rackspace for unbelievable
levels of support. “Rackspace has invested in
technology, of course, but we have been
impressed by their investment in their people and
their processes,” explains DeMarco. “Their support
is fanatical — just like they advertise — and despite
our size, they make us feel important and work
closely with us to grow our business.”
He also credits Ingram Micro for connecting
CorCystems with Rackspace. “We were able to
leverage Ingram's size and knowledge to pull
together all of the resources to deliver a very highly
reliable, industrial-strength solution using an
industry-leading hosting company and to help with
pricing.”

Results and Customer Benefits
Today, CorCystem’s customer enjoys a completely
redundant network that can be virtualized with
current data in less than two hours in the event of a
disaster.
For CorCystems, an increased understanding of
the consumer products industry has become a
competitive differentiator, especially because the
solutions provider can now address many of
regulatory issues it had to deal with while planning
for this deployment.

Solution:
CorCystems delivered a dedicated managed
hosting environment through its partnership
with Rackspace
Customer Benefits:
CorCystem’s customer maintains a completely
redundant network that can be virtualized in
the event of a disaster with current data in less
than two hours.

Datasmith Network
Solutions
Founded:
1986
url:
www.datasmithnetworks.com

Key Market Vertical:
Healthcare

Solution:
Amazon AWS, dinCloud, NetEnrich

Specializations:
HP server, HP storage, VMware

Customer Benefits:
Consolidated billing for several services
Support from Ingram Micro

Business Challenge:
Transitioning several transactional
websites to the cloud

Employees:
8

Datasmith Network Solutions is a
Perfect Fit for PlanetShoes.com
MSP Teams with Ingram Micro to
Successfully Move Fast-Growth e-tailer
to the Cloud
Datasmith Network Solutions has been in the IT
network infrastructure sales and services business
for more than two decades, spanning two
generations. The business has thrived because the
Datasmith Network Solutions approach to business
is personal. “When our customers call with a
problem, we take care of it, and then we stand by
that work with a 100 percent satisfaction
guarantee,” says Datasmith Network Solutions
Partner Paul Smith. “Their IT problems are our IT
problems and we won’t quit until the job is done
right and to their satisfaction.”
This customer-first signature of service, combined
with its technical expertise and business-minded
approach to IT, are what set Datasmith Network
Solutions apart from competitors twice its size.
Another core differentiator is its working
relationship with the world’s largest technology
distributor, Ingram Micro. By using the Ingram
Micro Cloud Marketplace
(www.ingrammicrocloud.com), a transactional,
online marketplace, solution providers like
Datasmith Network Solutions and MSPs can shop,
procure provision and obtain invoices for their cloud
services directly from Ingram Micro.
“Our relationship with Ingram Micro and the
business value it brings to the table has been a
game-changer for us and our clients,” says Smith.
“By working with Ingram Micro and leveraging its

resources, relationships and expertise, we’ve been
able to win larger customer accounts such as
PlanetShoes.com and really differentiate ourselves
in the market – especially when it comes to cloud
services.”

Earning the Business of
PlanetShoes.com by Doing IT Right
A great customer success story that highlights not
only the business value of Datasmith Network
Solutions’ relationship with Ingram Micro, but also
the solution provider’s sales and service leadership
is PlanetShoes.com (www.planetshoes.com).
Recognized as a fast-growing specialty e-tailer,
PlanetShoes.com strives to deliver the best shoes,
bags and other accessories in the most ecoconscious way possible and relies heavily on
technology to make business happen. With six
websites – each receiving about 30,000 unique
visitors a day – and sales that can soar as high as
5,600 items a week, a top priority for
PlanetShoes.com is keeping their websites easyto-use, available and transactional.
“When you get down to it, we are a technology
company that happens to sell shoes, purses and
accessories,” says PlanetShoes.com’s Director of
IT Scott LaPointe. “For the type of business we’re
in, business loss can exceed $90,000 each day the
website is down. That’s unacceptable and no one
understands that more than Paul and the Datasmith team.”
LaPointe elaborates, “A couple of years ago, we
had lost our network admin, and instead of hiring a
replacement, we outsourced our IT to a large SQL
database administrator firm. The firm never made
me feel like I was one of their customers. Any time

I had an IT issue, such as an email server going down,
I had to hound them to get it fixed. Plus, they never
gave us any direction or advice regarding how we
could improve and better protect our IT network.
Datasmith Network Solutions did the exact opposite –
they gave us attention, guidance, and tangible
solutions. They are the real deal and truly earn my
business every day.”
LaPointe first met with Smith when PlanetShoes.com
was three months away from its contract end date with
the SQL DBA firm. Out of the gate, LaPointe was
impressed with Smith’s consultative approach. “Paul
gave me confidence that my success was his success
and that Datasmith Network Solutions would take
ownership of our IT problems,” says LaPointe. “He
also talked about the importance of doing a network
assessment, finding out where we were currently, and
developing a roadmap for where we wanted to go with
our network.”
At the second meeting, Datasmith Network Solutions
ran that network assessment and uncovered several
troubling issues, including low memory on the e-tailer’s
virtual machine clusters, and servers that were
approaching the end of their lifecycle. Additionally,
PlanetShoes.com did not have a true backup and
disaster recovery solution in place.

“By working with Ingram Micro and leveraging
its resources, relationships and expertise,
we’ve been able to win larger customer
accounts such as PlanetShoes.com and really
differentiate ourselves in the market –
especially when it comes to cloud services.”
Paul Smith, Datasmith Network Solutions
Partner

“Their assessment was right on the money,” says
LaPointe. “I had been spending a lot of time each
week moving virtual machines from server to
server trying to free up space, and I often had to
reboot the aging servers.”
Smith’s consultative approach and expertise in
cloud services are what really won
PlanetShoes.com over. In their final meeting, Smith
presented LaPointe with multiple options for solving
his IT challenges, ranging from buying new
hardware to moving everything to the cloud via
Amazon Web Services (AWS). The tie with AWS
was a relationship Datasmith Network Solutions
had gained thru the Ingram Micro Cloud
Marketplace. The results? A comprehensive
managed IT service and support contract.

Making the Move to Cloud One Site at
a Time
When all was said and done, LaPointe was in. A
software programmer at heart, LaPointe didn’t want
to be in the business of managing hardware.
Consequently, he was very open to the idea of
moving his IT infrastructure to the cloud and putting
a management contract in place. But the memory
of expensive down-time lingered, and he remained
a little leery of potential hiccups in migrating everything to the cloud.
Not missing a beat, Smith explained the solution to
LaPointe’s concern - a phased approach to the
project that would start with the smallest websites,
work out any snags, and then progress to larger
ones.
“Smith and his team understood where I was
coming from and they had a plan,” says LaPointe.
“What’s more, they had tremendous support from
Ingram Micro and NetEnrich backing to get this
done right the first time. It’s a beautiful thing to find
a true business partner who knows how to put
technology to work for the customer.”
Datasmith Network Solutions won
PlanetShoes.com’s business and shortly thereafter
began migrating the e-tailer’s web, email, and other
business servers to the cloud using Amazon AWS.
The move to the cloud was a success strategy that
positioned PlanetShoes.com for rapid expansion,
but Smith is quick to point out that he didn’t win the
business alone.
“Through Ingram Micro, we were able to work
Amazon AWS into our solutions portfolio. We also
forged a valuable 24/7/365 day working
relationship with NetEnrich to provide all the NOC
(network operation center) support we needed,
including remote monitoring, patch management,
and off-site data backups for PlanetShoes.com.
We use NetEnrich for other Datasmith Network
Solutions customers as well,” says Smith.

“These relationships and cloud services have
radically enhanced our capabilities and allowed us
to go after much bigger customers.”
Smith admits every once in a while he gets giddy
about what Ingram Micro has helped him do in a
relatively short amount of time. “With Ingram Micro
and NetEnrich as partners, I haven’t spent a dime
on my NOC, yet we can provide as good or better
service than our competitors who have spent
millions on theirs,” quips Smith.
“Working with Ingram Micro, however, allows
smaller resellers like us to compete more
effectively and have a voice with heavy cloudhitters like Amazon AWS. It also provides us with
the education, resources and vendor introductions
we need to succeed and help our cloud-based
customers do the same,” concludes Smith.

Elevated Technology
Founded:
2006
url:
www.elevated-technology.com
Employees:
150
Key Market Vertical:
SMB

Ease of Management Fuels Adoption
of Backup Solution
With a majority of its clients in coastal Texas,
Houston-based solution provider Elevated
Technology doesn’t have to push hard to get
customers onboard with Backup and Disaster
Recovery (BDR) solutions. Routine encounters
with hurricanes and other unpredictable weather
makes BDR commonplace, even with SMB
customers. What the provider does face at times is
an objection over the more robust two-pronged
business continuity solution it prefers to leverage in
its customers’ environments.
“We like to protect our customers with a two-stage
backup solution that includes on-premises and
cloud components,” explains Jason Rorie,
President of Elevated Technology. To achieve that,
Elevated Technology pairs the CA ARCserve®
D2D solution, licensed through Ingram Micro, with
its own private cloud to deliver onsite backup
supported by offsite redundancy. “It provides onsite
backup for quick restore – CA enables that
business continuity aspect of the solution – and
then offsite cloud storage delivers the disaster
recovery side of the solution,” explains Rorie. With
CA Technologies ARCserve® D2D software in
place, Elevated Technology can offer quick
recovery times as well as savings on storage costs
supported by the compression technology found
within ARCserve®.
However, it was CA Technologies' ease of
management that was essential in a recent
Elevated Technology win – a petroleum investment
company that was hunting for a business continuity
solution that performed better than its existing

Specializations:
Managed and private cloud services
ranging from offsite backup and recovery
to full hosted production environments
Business Challenge:
Supporting the backup and disaster
recovery needs of SMB clients, as well as
customers with a low tolerance for
downtime, such as those affiliated with the
oil and gas industry

solution that performed better than its existing
solution. “This company had a similar solution with
a different vendor, but they weren’t pleased with
the service because it wasn’t working the way their
internal IT staff wanted,” explains Rorie. In
particular, the IT staff was disappointed in the
management demands of the existing solution,
especially around backup file purging. After a brief
demonstration of the ARCserve® solution,
Elevated Technology walked away with a new
client. “We explained how the recovery points work
within the CA software, how customizable those
points are, and they were impressed with how
much this would lessen their business continuity
management headaches.” From there, Elevated
Technology coordinated deployment with the
client’s IT team so the onsite backup element
launched smoothly, then activated the offsite
replication of the client’s data in the Elevated
Technology cloud. “With nearly 10 TB of data
housed in our data center, this win was significant,”
says Rorie. “We can also leverage this with other
similar businesses; obviously oil and gas is a big
vertical in our region.”
Just as CA played a role in winning this client,
ARCserve® D2D is instrumental in Elevated
Technology’s success, accounting for 10-12% of
the solution provider’s revenue. Rorie says that
since switching to CA Technologies, a change
enabled by vendor partner N-able in early 2011,
he’s grown to rely on ARCserve®. “For a long
time, we just handled whatever BDR solution we
inherited, but then we recognized the potential for a
streamlined offering with CA because we can
monitor all our CA deployments through N-able’s
remote monitoring and management tool,” explains
Rorie. Once he approached CA Technologies, the
partnership grew to include Ingram Micro.

Solution:
CA Technologies ARCserve® D2D provides
reliable onsite backup and quick recovery
time, and enables efficient, automated offsite
backup to Elevated Technology’s private
hosted cloud environment
Customer Benefits:
Offer easily managed, redundant two-prong
backup and disaster recovery solutions to
customers that help drive additional cloud
services sales

Key to the provider’s ongoing success with the blended
onsite/cloud backup solution, says Rorie, is CA
Technologies support. “Our CA relationship is great;
they are engaged and supportive and have opened
new opportunities for us,” he says. “They are there
every step of the way to offer full support whenever we
need it – from account management to technical and
engineering support.” He adds that the combination of
support from CA Technologies and Ingram Micro is
unparalleled. “Any time I need support from Ingram
Micro, on pricing, quotes, support and even with
partnerships outside CA, such as IBM and NetGear –
they help,” says Rorie. He says he relies on Ingram
Micro to facilitate vendor introductions and to provide
education about potential vendor partners who can
continue to meet Elevated Technology’s needs as the
business growth. “We wouldn’t be where we are
without partners like these.”

Huber & Associates
Founded:
1986
url:
www.teamhuber.com

Key Market Verticals:
Law Enforcement, Public Safety, State
and Local Government
Business Challenge:
Pairing cloud with existing successful
projects in a targeted vertical in order to
deepen existing customer relationships..

Solution:
Cisco, IBM
Customer Benefits:
Leverage Ingram Micro Cloud for fast access
to cutting-edge cloud solutions

Employees:
65

Business Challenge
One of the biggest challenges for many solution
providers is pairing cloud with existing expertise to
create more flexible, encompassing solution
offerings. That was just the hurdle faced by Huber
& Associates, a solutions provider in Jefferson City,
MO. Ken Enloe, Director of Marketing and
Business Development for Huber & Associates,
explains that Huber is a legacy hardware reseller
with vertical experience in law enforcement and
public safety as well as local and state government.
Over the past few years, Huber has evolved,
adding services and its own vertical solutions to its
foundation of hardware sales. Today, it is looking
for cloud computing opportunities within those
verticals, and determining how cloud can bring its
loyal customers even closer.

Solution
In addition to its strong lineup of IBM and Cisco
products, Huber has developed its own series of
law enforcement and public safety solutions under
the brand Enterpol. Having tackled the solutions
that public safety agencies need for computeraided dispatch, records management, and jail
management, Huber is now looking at ways that
cloud might resolve other technology pain points in
those two closely related verticals. With its
technology solutions in place in agencies across
North America, there is tremendous potential for
Huber to grow through higher penetration into its
customer sites. “These customers often have no IT
staff, very high availability needs, and reporting is
key to them,” explains Enloe. “Our challenge is to
find ways to automate more of their IT, and we see
a lot of potential for cloud solutions in this market.”
Most often, Huber starts to talk about potential

managed and cloud solutions during the refresh
conversations it has with customers. For example,
Enloe says that when a sales person is walking a
customer through the costs of a new email server
versus a hosted, managed solution, the value of
cloud can shine through — particularly with
customers such as law enforcement and public
safety where there is little or no IT support inhouse.

Results and Customer Benefits
In fact, Enloe says the cloud works perfectly within
the managed services offering that Huber typically
extends to public safety clients. “This vertical is
perfect for managed services; they don’t want to
mess with IT and when we tie cloud in with
services, we are seeing great traction,” he says.
Most often, Huber is finding interested around
hosted email, and those public safety departments
looking for low-maintenance unified
communications solutions.
Overall, Huber expects to slowly roll customers
over to more hosted solutions — when the fit is
right. Not only does it deepen Huber’s relationship
with its customers and deliver more recurring
revenue to the solutions provider, cloud is creating
better and stickier partnerships with clients.
To squeeze further profitability out of its cloud
offerings, Huber relies on Ingram Micro Cloud to
determine the best cloud offerings in the
marketplace. “We would make the time and
dedicate resources to doing our due diligence if we
had to, but we have a level of trust and confidence
in Ingram Micro — based on their history of being
fully invested in our success — so we don’t have to
make that investment,” says Enloe. Not trying to
shoulder vendor and product evaluations leaves

Huber’s resources free to concentrate on their
customers, and grow its business. “That is the
value Ingram Micro brings to us. We look at them
as our support system. They have the resources to
evaluate and document the best solutions, and
then we can just take what we need when we’re
ready.”

Intellicom

Key Market Verticals:
Hospitality, Restaurant, Retail

Solution:
Leveraging VTN connections to partner with
VMware solution provider

Founded:
1994

Specializations:
Data center, virtualization, servers and
storage

Customer Results and Benefits:
Successfully implemented a $260,000 solution
that’s scalable, affordable and secure

URL:
www.intellicominc.com
Employees:
30

VTN Chapter Meeting Leads to
$260,000 Deal for Intellicom and
NetStandard
When John Elliott, Vice President of Business
Development at Kearney, Neb.-based Intellicom,
happened to strike up a casual conversation with
Tom Crimm, Professional Services Manager,
NetStandard, Kansas City, Kan., at an Ingram
Micro VentureTech Network (VTN) chapter
meeting, little did he know that conversation would
help close an incremental new business deal worth
approximately $260,000.
“Our client, Bosselman, needed to replace some
end-of-life data center infrastructure and came to
us to get the job done,” Elliott says. “We
immediately thought of HP and taking the client to
the Ingram Micro Solution Center in Buffalo, N.Y.,
to show them the solution at work, but knew we’d
need to partner with another solution provider when
it came down to the VMware portion of the project.”
Based in Grand Island, Neb., Bosselman operates
104 travel centers, convenience stores, hotels,
motels and restaurants around the country.
When network manager Paul Turek decided to
replace the company’s aging data center
infrastructure, he knew exactly who to call and
what he didn’t want. “In the next two years we will
double the size of our business to around 200
stores,” Turek says. “We didn’t want to replace the
equipment only to do another forklift upgrade in
three years. We wanted technology that would
scale and expand as we grew, so we called
Intellicom.” Eager to meet its client’s needs,
Intellicom drew up the plan for an HP and

Business Challenge:
Finding the right partner to collaborate
with and help upgrade customer’s data
center solution

VMware-based solution and began searching for a
partner to assist with the VMware implementation.
“We have a virtualization practice, but not in the
VMware arena,” explains Elliott. “When we
connected with fellow VTN partner NetStandard at
the local chapter meeting that was a great feeling
because we knew we found a reputable partner we
could trust.”
“NetStandard is committed to helping its fellow
VTN partners provide top-of the-line technology
solutions. When Intellicom approached us, we
were more than willing to share our expertise as a
VMware provider to engineer the best solution for
their client,” says Walt Lane, president and
founding partner, NetStandard.
“With the partners in place, all that was left was to
demonstrate that the solution was indeed the right
fit for Bosselman”, says Elliott. With market
development funds from HP and support from
Ingram Micro, a trip was arranged to Ingram
Micro’s Solution Center in Buffalo to see the
technology in action.
“It was so attractive to see a literal proof of
concept,” says Turek. “These were all paper
concepts and new technologies for us, like booting
from a SAN. I was skeptical, until my team saw it
first-hand,” Turek says.
Without the relationships and the foundation of trust
inherent in Ingram Micro’s VTN community, the
project might not have gone as smoothly,
Elliott says.
Together, Intellicom and NetStandard closed the
$260,000 deal and successfully upgraded

Bosselman’s data center infrastructure. “We leveraged
our VTN relationships to bring in NetStandard as our
partner and make this solution sale a success. Without
VTN, we’d never have had that relationship.” Elliott
concludes.

KnowledgeCentrix,
Databranch and Ockers
Company

Key Market Vertical:
SMB
Specializations:
Remote monitoring and management

Solution:
Partnered with the Ingram Micro Services
Division and NetEnrich to use NetEnrich’s
new Closet to Cloud remote managed
services

url:
www.knowledgecentrix.com
www.databranch.com
www.ockers.com

Business Challenge:
Offer the managed services end users
want while controlling costs and
maintaining consistent service levels

Customer Benefits:
More efficient use of resources; sustainable
recurring revenue streams; and increased
service levels, profitability and customer
satisfaction

New NetEnrich Service Proves a
Smart Choice for MSPs and VARs

“The struggles VARs face with managed services
tend to be very similar. Using these services is one
thing, but being able to deliver them successfully
and profitably is a completely different animal,”
says Balo, who went on to say that “many VARs
face difficulties in defining and maintaining
consistent service level agreements at a
predictable cost, and often get bogged down in the
lower-level, administrative work of troubleshooting,
remediation and triage when their engineers could
be better used for more complex, higher- level
services.”

Remote, proactive network monitoring,
management and 24/7 remediation services can
be a huge value-add for customers, but many
channel partners struggle to maintain consistent
service levels around the clock. Keeping costs
down and juggling the maintenance and upkeep of
the infrastructure and resources necessary to
succeed are also common pain points for valueadded resellers (VARs) and managed service
providers (MSPs).
Yet with the help of the Ingram Micro Services
Division’s partner NetEnrich and their Closet to
Cloud Remote Managed Services, the process has
now become dramatically easier. VARs and MSPs
can use the NetEnrich services to quickly and
conveniently leverage and deploy a broad array of
managed services, enabling them to make more
efficient use of technical labor resources. The
NetEnrich services also pave an easy road to
building and sustaining recurring service revenue
streams while improving service levels and
customer satisfaction and increasing profitability.
NetEnrich services have yielded a significant return
on investment for a wide range of VARs and
MSPs, especially those in the Ingram Micro
VentureTech Network (VTN) community. By
teaming with Ingram Micro and NetEnrich, these
channel partners can more easily provide valueadded services, increase revenues and grow their
services practices, according to Gabriel Balo,
Ingram Micro Services Sales Manager and
NetEnrich specialist.

More Time to Focus on Higher-Value
Services
Chris Andreozzi and his firm KnowledgeCentrix
originally engaged with the Ingram Micro Services
Division to help develop and deliver their own
branded Network Operation Center (NOC) through
a planned, new data center. A member of the
Ingram Micro VTN community, Andreozzi already
had a trusted relationship with Ingram Micro and
decided to give the new services a trial run.
“As one of the first partners to take advantage of
remote managed services, we collaborated with
Ingram Micro and NetEnrich to make sure the
offering was beneficial not only for us, but for
current and future partners,” Andreozzi says.
“What’s great about the remote managed services
is that they immediately free up your engineers to
work on more value-added services,” notes
Andreozzi. “We’ve been able to grow by leaps and
bounds without adding a second or third shift to
support server and network operations.

Another benefit we’ve seen is that our technicians are
much happier because NetEnrich’s team identifies,
escalates and fixes problems that occur overnight or on
weekends, so they don’t have to. If one of our
resources is engaged outside of regular business hours
we know it’s because it is a critical issue, not a false
positive.”
David Prince, owner of Databranch, is another VTN
member who has also seen tremendous value in
remote managed services. “We started out slowly with
just one client,” explains Prince. “But after seeing the
benefits first-hand, we moved the majority of our clients
to the new service.”
Having Ingram Micro and NetEnrich handle
Databranch’s monitoring, respond to alerts and take
over a lot of the responsibilities that the firm had done
internally was simply “a smarter approach to the
business that has allowed us to boost our customer
service capabilities,” says Prince. “Ingram Micro’s
remote managed services have been great and we’re
really happy with the offering.”
Similar to KnowledgeCentrix, using remote managed
services has liberated Databranch’s engineers to focus
on the tasks they do most effectively and that bring the
highest value to clients.
“We’ve been able to grow our services business
substantially without adding more engineers, and we’ve
seen an uptick in business because we’ve increased
our value-add and our efficiency,” says Prince.
“From a sales and marketing perspective, we can now
guarantee delivery of 24/7/365 monitoring and
management, and that helps us close more sales and
consistently deliver higher quality service.”

Become Proactive Rather Than
Reactive
Fellow VTN member, Robert Sears, vice
president of Brockton, Mass.-based Ockers
Company, has also become a fan of the new
NetEnrich Closet to Cloud remote managed
services.
“We were concerned our customers wouldn’t
see the value in the service, but once we
deployed, they were telling us ‘It’s about time!’”
Sears says. “Our customers were waiting for us
to bring this to the table and there’s been no
pushback at all.”
Remote managed services allow Ockers to
adopt a proactive approach to anti-virus, and
intrusion prevention and detection as well as
other professional security services, rather than
take a reactive approach, Sears says.
“Partnering with the Ingram Micro Services
Division and Ingram Micro Cloud provides us
with the tools to deliver better services more
efficiently and cost-effectively to our customers,
and as a result, we can now focus on more
complex and growth-centric activities,” he says.
The Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace
(www.ingrammicrocloud.com) provides VARs
and MSPs free access to hundreds of
business, strategy, marketing, technical and
sales resources. To date, 2,100 channel
partners have registered to use the Ingram
Micro Cloud platform, downloading more than
12,000 reference documents and marketing
tools. The number of VARs and MSPs
leveraging NetEnrich is also growing at a
steady pace and shows no signs of slowing,
says Ingram Micro’s Balo.
“NetEnrich Closet to Cloud remote managed
services are a high-value service that VARs
and MSPs can use to deliver proactive support
to their customers while improving their own
business operations and underlying profitability
and productivity,” he says. “Regardless if a
channel partner is established or just getting
into the business, remote managed services is
a must-have that’s proven to accelerate
success and drive greater value for partners
and their customers.”

Mythos Technology, Inc.
Founded:
2004
url:
www.mythostech.com

Key Market Verticals:
Financial, banking, construction and
manufacturing
Specializations:
Disaster recovery and data center
services for community banks and credit
unions

Employees:
Nine

Business Challenge:
Mythos tried out many disparate solutions
over the years, resulting in numerous
business inefficiencies and substantial
time and financial costs

Mythos Technology Increases
Revenue and Customer Value with
Services and CA Technologies
Partnership

Customize Services Based on
Specific Customer Needs

When Mythos Technology set out to refine its IT
services portfolio to meet the needs of its
customers and attract new business prospects, the
goal was three-fold: Enhance its services portfolio,
optimize business efficiencies and employ a more
flexible service infrastructure which would enable
the company to provide customized IT solutions
and proactive IT service offerings.
One of the first steps in Mythos’ transformation to a
full-service Managed Service Provider (MSP) was
to engage its long-time distribution partner Ingram
Micro and its Services sales team. “Out the gate,
we implemented the hosted Professional Services
Automation (PSA) software to improve the
management of our back-end processes and
services workflow,” says James Laszko, Chief
Technology Officer at Mythos. In addition, the MSP
adopted the Remote Monitoring and Management
(RMM) solution to reduce the on-site client hours
required for its service engineers.
Over the ensuing months, Mythos began to utilize
more and more of the Services portfolio, including
the Instant Recovery on Demand (IROD) by CA
Technologies, to help fuel its success in the
banking and financial sector, particularly with
clients possessing between two and 25 offices.

“One of our banking customers was spending
thousands of dollars in overtime each week so their
employees could complete all their Internetcentered work,” says Laszko. “We used Services
tools to troubleshoot, identify and remove the
network bottlenecks that the customer didn’t even
know existed. The result was an unexpected, yet
significant cost savings for the bank, both in the
short and long term.”
According to Laszko, business continuity remains a
critical compliance need for financial firms, and
Mythos is now empowered to address that need
with ease using the IROD service powered by CA.
“Financial institutions are legally required to have
disaster-recovery and business-continuity plans in
place, and the suite of Services offerings from CA
allows us to fulfill 100 percent of these regulatory
compliance needs for our customers,” says
Laszko.
Stefani Laszko, director of sales and marketing at
Mythos, adds that they have proof that the recovery
solution works flawlessly, which has allowed the
company to satisfy customer expectations while
also accelerating Mythos’ new business development efforts.
“The level of service from Ingram Micro and CA
has been phenomenal,” she says. “We’ve
deployed this solution in the real world in response
to real-world failures, and yet our customers have
lost nothing.”

Solution:
Mythos partnered with Ingram Micro and
implemented services from the distributor's
Services portfolio including the solution IROD
powered by CA Technologies to offer
customers a flexible array of managed IT
services.
Customer Benefits:
Using the Services Portfolio and its partnership
with CA Technologies, Mythos grew sales and
enhanced its services to varied customers.
The result was greater profitability with
increased revenue and reduced expenses

In one particular instance, Mythos received word that a
client’s building where the IROD solution was installed
needed to completely power down.
“There was a lot at stake,” James Laszko admits. “The
client was a large financial firm with numerous
monetary investments and compliance and regulatory
standards to meet.” To test IROD even further, Mythos
did not notify any partners that the building was to lose
power, thus creating a realistic disaster test. “The
solution worked perfectly,” he says, “and now we have
a proven case study that we can tout to clients and
prospects.”
As part of its service level agreement, Mythos wrote
and submitted a report detailing the power outage, the
solution, how and why it worked, and what losses (if
any) resulted. “The report was shared with our client
and their compliance auditors, who were
understandably ecstatic with the level of detail we were
able to provide,” says James Laszko.

“Partnering with Ingram Micro Services
and CA allows us to utilize a variety of
technologies that bring tremendous value
and efficiency to our business, as well as
our clients’ business.”
— James Laszko, CTO,
Mythos Technology, Inc.

“Services and CA really came through for us,” say
the Laszkos. “Everything we promised to potential
customers, we were able to prove and validate.
We’ve seen firsthand that these solutions do
exactly what they promise. That’s not only peace of
mind, but that’s money in the bank.”
John LaCorte, senior director of MSP strategy at
CA Technologies, states, "As a Services vendor,
we’re thrilled to team with fast-growth MSPs like
Mythos and help them expand their services
expertise and grow their footprint within key market
verticals such as finance.”

Results and Customer Benefits
With Services, Mythos is also offering its customers
best-in-class managed security solutions, such as
log and threat management, which address a
critical need for Payment Card Industry (PCI)
mandated banking clients. As with many other
Ingram Micro Services offerings, Mythos is able to
brand these services as its own, which fortifies the
Mythos brand and strengthens its corporate
identity.
Thanks to its growing partnership with Ingram
Micro Services and CA Technologies, Mythos has
been able to accomplish its original business
transformation goals and become a successful
MSP.
“Partnering with Ingram Micro Services and
vendors, including CA, allows us to utilize a variety
of technologies that bring tremendous value and
efficiency to our business, as well as to our clients’
businesses,” adds James Laszko. “Now we can
easily identify the particular solutions our
customers need, explore them and put together a
complete and customized solution. It’s a great
value proposition.”

Platte River Networks
Founded:
2002
url:
www.platteriver.com
Employees:
20

Business Challenge
Platte River Networks’ success is impressive —
26% revenue growth in 2010 and another 38% in
2011. David DeCamillis, Vice President of
Business Development for Platte River, says part
of the business’ success comes from picking the
right partners. For example, when the small
Denver-based MSP found itself with the opportunity
to land a software company with 60-odd virtualized
servers that was poised for explosive growth, it
turned to Ingram Micro for help. Faced with heavy
competition from large, national IT firms also
interested in the winning the software company’s
business, the savvy MSP knew it needed support
to win that contract. “The software development
company wanted an IT firm that could monitor and
manage their infrastructure, do help desk support,
and then deliver cloud-based security,” explains
DeCamillis. “We won that engagement with Ingram
Micro. They made us look much larger than we are
and it made all the difference.”

Solution
Platte River utilized the dedicated Ingram Micro
Services and Cloud team to help with quoting,
bundling, and packaging a managed services
proposal for the customer. The assistance enabled
Platte River to present a fully developed SLA and
say with confidence: This is what we’re going to do
for you and here is what it costs. Today, that
software firm is one of Platte River’s biggest
monthly recurring revenue customers, as well as a
solid leader in project work. Platte River has
assisted its customer in deploying another 60
virtualized servers and optimizing its infrastructure

Key Market Verticals:
Professional Services, Medical, Financial
Services, Education, Retail

Solution:
Leverage Ingram Micro Cloud for assistance
with bundling, pricing, and presenting a full
turnkey solution

Specializations:
Intuition, Platte River Networks'
proprietary bundled cloud services

Customer Benefits:
Won the business of a software development
company that today is the MSP's largest
monthly recurring revenue customer

Business Challenge:
Scaling to offer its managed cloud
solutions to large customers

performance by moving servers and some
previously cloud-based data to the customer’s
Denver data center. Additionally, the MSP is
working closely with the company’s internal IT staff
to assume more help desk responsibilities and to
improve its business continuity and security
strategies. With the help of Ingram Micro, Platte
River has had great success with the cloud and
services bundle it proposed, which included
NetEnrich, MX Logic (McAfee), Trend Micro and
VaultLogix. Additionally, because of the scalability
of 24/7 monitoring support from Ingram Micro
Cloud Marketplace partner NetEnrich, Platte River
is hoping to expand its monitoring activities down to
the application level, which could add as much as
$3,000/month in recurring revenue.

Results and Customer Benefits
DeCamillis says that after developing a cloud and
managed services bundle for this client, Platte
River is in a great position to extend those services
to other, smaller clients. “With this customer, we
are working with software developers and
engineers – they are needy and smart. They
expect things not to break, and then to be fixed
quickly if they do,” says DeCamillis. “It’s a good
challenge. We’ve been able to enhance and
perfect these solutions with the support of Ingram
Micro and if we can make it work in this
environment – we can make it work anywhere.”

ProTech Systems Group

Key Market Verticals:
Legal, Dental, Medical, Financial

Solution:
Amazon AWS, Intermedia

Founded:
1992

Specializations:
Managed IT Services

Customer Benefits:
Billing consolidation
Rich margin
Ingram Micro lowers the barrier to add cloud
technology services

url:
www.psgi.net
Employees:
150

Business Challenge:
A client wanted to integrate multiple
databases and data sources to be able to
identify and respond to trends as quickly
as possible, rather than always working
with month old data.

ProTech Builds Cloud Success with
Ingram Micro

Taking Its Cloud Services Business
Higher

MSP Forges New Vendor Relationships,
Expands Its Services Portfolio to Include
Amazon Web Services and Manages
Billing with Ease Using Ingram Micro’s
Cloud Marketplace

One of the more valuable business relationships
that Ingram Micro and its Cloud Marketplace have
brought to life for ProTech is Amazon Web
Services (AWS). Introduced at the 2012 Ingram
Micro Cloud Summit, Amazon AWS joined the
Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace to make it easier
for channel partners to sell Amazon Simple
Storage Service (Amazon S3) and Amazon AWS
Storage Gateway. Amazon AWS provides a highly
reliable, scalable, low-cost infrastructure platform in
the cloud that channel partners can use to support
the business needs of large enterprises, small and
medium size businesses and startup customers
around the world.

Since its inception in 1992, ProTech Systems
Group Inc. has experienced consecutive, profitable
growth. Today, the company has more than 150
employees and IT services offerings that spans the
gamut from direct hire placements to product
solutions, IT consulting, and networking and
managed services.
One area of ProTech’s business where it has been
experiencing unprecedented growth is selling cloud
services. Chris Bradley, senior business
technology consultant at ProTech, attributes much
of the solution provider’s early success to Ingram
Micro and the Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace
(www.ingrammicrocloud.com), a transactional,
online marketplace where solution providers and
MSPs can shop, procure, provision and obtain
invoices for their cloud services directly from
Ingram Micro.
“The resources and expertise gained from
engaging with Ingram Micro and using the Ingram
Micro Cloud Marketplace have been critical to our
growing success with managed services,” says
Bradley.

“This relationship is a little different than the other
cloud-based services we offer,” says Bradley. “But
with Ingram Micro’s help, we revised our statement
of work to include Amazon AWS terms and
conditions, and once we set up the account, they
provisioned the account for us, and we were in
business.”
A recent customer win that highlights the potential
growth ProTech sees with Amazon AWS is
Orgwide.com, a consulting firm that specializes in
corporate training and e-learning services.
Orgwide.com has a broad range of tier-one clients,
including a well-known hotel chain. Even though
the training company doesn’t provide IT services, it
is sometimes asked by its clients to assist with IT
projects. In this case, the high-profile hotel wanted
the help of Orgwide.com with a business
intelligence (BI) project. Specifically, the chain
wanted to integrate multiple databases and data
sources to be able to identify and respond to trends
as quickly as possible, rather than always working
with month old data.

Bob Taylor, cofounder and CEO of Orgwide.com, had
a lot of solution providers to choose from and a big
responsibility to his client. After interviewing several
MSPs, Taylor chose ProTech based on a shared
vision. “More than anyone else I talked with, ProTech
shared the same sense of urgency I had with this
project, and they made me feel that my problem was
now their problem,” says Taylor.
After working with Orgwide.com to understand its endclient’s needs, ProTech recommended using Amazon
AWS for the BI project. “The nice thing about Amazon
AWS is that the customer can be up and running within
two days, we can easily layer our managed services on
top of it, and Ingram Micro helps with the reporting and
billing,” says Bradley. “Also, even though the end
customer piloted the BI solution with just 25 users, the
hotel chain has plans to scale it to accommodate
thousands of users. With the right cloud platform that
kind of expansion is easy.”
The project was a win-win for everyone involved and
has opened the doors for greater business deals.
Orgwide.com was able to meet the needs of its
customer by engaging ProTech, and the two
companies are already working together on two new
cloud projects that Orgwide.com has been asked to
handle for two other customers. And once again,
Ingram Micro was there every step of the way to
ensure ProTech had what it needed to succeed and
grow its cloud services business.

“Consolidated billing is a major benefit to
the Cloud Marketplace.”
— Chris Bradley, Senior Business
Technology Consultant, ProTech

Taking Its Cloud Services Business
Higher
Last year, ProTech ran into a potential dealbreaker when it was getting ready to sign a new
client in the legal industry. If it wasn’t for the help of
Ingram Micro and its relationship with Intermedia,
the deal would have required ProTech to vet out
another Exchange vendor or worse, gone south all
together.
“The customer was on board with moving their
Exchange server to the cloud with us, until they
reviewed the agreement form created by our
hosted Exchange partner Intermedia,” says
Bradley. “The problem was nothing in the
agreement says Intermedia won’t use the data and
the customer wouldn’t move forward unless it did.”
ProTech needed Intermedia to change its
agreement form, but didn’t have much time.
“Instead of going to the vendor, we went directly to
Ingram Micro and with their help got the contract
terms updated in a timely fashion,” says Bradley.
“By working with Ingram Micro and leveraging their
relationships, we avoided having to look for a new
hosted Exchange vendor to meet this client’s
needs, and ultimately avoided delaying the project,
which could have jeopardized the sale.”
In addition to the strength and agility ProTech
receives from Ingram Micro’s vendor management
support, there’s another reason this MSP manages
nearly all of its vendor relationships through Ingram
Micro. “Consolidated billing is a major benefit to
doing business with Ingram Micro,” says Bradley.
“If we chose to work directly with each vendor, we’d
have to manage separate monthly bills and credit
card payments via more than a half dozen portals,
which would be very time-consuming. With the
Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace, we have one,
centralized portal where we can manage billing for
eight of our cloud vendors, which makes our life
way easier and saves a lot of time and expense.”

“The resources and expertise gained
from engaging with Ingram Micro and
using the Ingram Micro Cloud
Marketplace have been critical to our
growing success with managed
services.”
— Chris Bradley, Senior Business
Technology Consultant, ProTech

SNP Technologies

Key Market Verticals:
Healthcare, Law, Non-Profits

Solution:
Axcient

Founded:
1989

Specializations:
Microsoft Cloud Services, Security and
Disaster Recovery Solutions, Application
Development

Customer Benefits:
Adopted Axcient’s comprehensive BDR
solution and Ingram Micro Cloud’s
consolidated billing

url:
www.snp.com
Employees:
11

Cloud Integrator Says Good Enough
Isn’t
SNP Technologies Partners Smart with
Ingram Micro and Axcient to Revamp Its
Data Backup and Recovery Offerings in
the Cloud
For decades, SNP Technologies has been
successfully selling and supporting traditional data
backup and recovery solutions. But the cloud
services integrator wanted to offer its customers a
more flexible, cloud-based solution that offered
better reliability and performance. It also wanted a
strategy to support its backup and disaster
recovery (BDR) strategy.
“At the time, the vendor we were working with was
backing up data to tape media versus digital, and
there was no cloud failover,” explained SNP
Technologies’ Chief Operating Officer Prakash
Parikh. Additionally, the system recovery product
didn’t support taking server images off-site
adequately which was a huge problem. “It was an
imperfect and out of date solution that didn’t fit our
service model anymore,” says Parikh. “We wanted
to make a change and make it fast.”
SNP Technologies did its homework and looked at
several cloud backup solutions, but found that
while being viable data backups, they weren’t a fit
for backing up large server images, which was a
must for its clients. The cloud integrator needed a
backup and recovery solution that could do it all.

Business Challenge:
Transitioning vendors from one that was
backing up data to tape media with no
cloud failover

Unexpectedly, Parikh found what he was looking in
its distribution partner Ingram Micro and its Cloud
Marketplace (www.ingrammicrocloud.com), a
transactional, online marketplace where solution
providers and Cloud Integrator can shop, procure,
provision and obtain invoices for their cloud
services directly from Ingram Micro.
The “ah-ha” moment came at the Ingram Micro
Cloud Summit where the distributor’s cloud sales
team introduced SNP Technologies to Axcient, a
true BDR vendor with all the cloud backup and
recovery functionality SNP wanted. “The Ingram
Micro team was on it,” recalls Parikh. “From the
Cloud Summit, they arranged for a technical
conference call and webinar, which answered all
our questions about this cloud backup solution.”
The engagement was quick — so quick that cloud
integrator actually signed with Axcient at the Cloud
Summit. SNP Technologies hit the ground running
with Ingram Micro and Axcient to identify the right
price and product selection and arrange for an
SNP engineer to be trained on how to implement
the Axcient BDR and business continuity solution.
Not long after the ink dried, SNP Technologies sold
and implemented its first Axcient solution and
within 60 days it landed its second sale. Parikh
notes that within the first 10 months of SNP
Technologies selling the Axcient cloud-based
backup solution, the company has refined its sales
approach and watched the deals close.

“In our old data backup business model, there were
costs associated with the annual software
maintenance, plus the cost of tape cartridges and
external drives,” explains Prakash. “Also, the customer
incurred additional labor costs to have an IT person
arrange for tapes to be taken off-site, clean the tape
drive periodically, and respond to alerts. With the
Axcient solution, we offer the client a simple monthly
fee that’s appropriate for the size of their data being
backed up.”
Parikh adds that Axcient’s cloud-based solution is
constantly updated, and he and his team receive
confirmations when backups occur, so they no longer
rely on the customer to follow a manual process and
contact them with any problems.

“We’ve made great progress and are
ready to take this cloud-based backup
and recovery service mainstream – with
Ingram Micro and Axcient’s help – to our
entire customer base.”
— Prakash Parikh, Chief Operating
Officer, SNP Technologies

Solve IT

Key Market Verticals:
Healthcare, SMB

Founded:
2001

Specializations:
Private cloud services provider

url:
www.solveit.us
Employees:
15

Business Challenge
While Solve IT has enjoyed great success offering
its healthcare and SMB customers a private cloud
services solution, Garrett Brucker, president of the
Denver-based solutions business, says he has
seen more traction since joining the VMware
Service Provider Program (VSPP). Offered through
Ingram Micro Cloud, VSPP is designed for cloud
and/or hosted IT services providers that want to
offer virtualization solutions, applications, and
services to customers with no upfront expenses.
Although Solve IT has been offering private cloud
services for several years — in fact, nearly 50% of
its business is as a cloud services provider —
Brucker was looking for a way to better align his
data center investments with his recurring revenue
model and push his profitability to the next level. To
achieve that, he looked to long-term partner Ingram
Micro.

Solution
“Because we have our own data centers, and offer
our own private cloud solution to customers, we
shoulder the initial investment into that technology,”
explains Brucker. When building Solve IT’s private
cloud a few years ago, Brucker leaned on Ingram
Micro’s Advanced Computing Division for support
with building its data centers, leveraging Ingram
Micro’s partnership with Microsoft and VMware.
But, before the VSPP was launched last year,
Solve IT had to purchase VMware licenses
individually as its needs demanded, which led to
investments of time and money to manage those
licenses. Now, because VMware recognizes Solve
IT as a cloud provider through Ingram Micro Cloud,
that licensing issue has evaporated. Brucker

Business Challenge:
Economically scaling a private cloud
services offering tailored to the healthcare
and SMB verticals

purchases his VMware licenses on a subscription
basis, and his usage scales with his needs. Plus,
his costs align with his revenue flow by becoming a
monthly expense. “We were buying our licenses
and having to front that cost,” explains Brucker,
adding that because of the cost — which sat on the
books until the expanded data center capacity was
sold — Solve IT was putting off upgrades and
therefore missing the enhanced feature sets of
newer VMware versions. “Now, we pay as we go,
and we have access to the latest and greatest
features all the time,” he says.

Results and Customer Benefits
Because VSPP was designed to align with
recurring revenue models such as Solve IT, it
provides flexibility that traditional licensing models
didn’t empower. “This program allowed us to scale
our hosting and virtual environment because of the
flexibility of paying as we go, which allows us to
adjust up and down as needed if our client base
fluctuates. It really is the perfect fit for us,” says
Brucker. He credits Ingram Micro with helping to
align vendor offerings with the recurring revenue
model that so many solutions providers have
adopted. Through Ingram Micro Cloud, Solve IT
has taken advantage of similar programs through
Microsoft (SPLA), Trend Micro and Citrix.

Solution:
The VMware Services Provider Program
(VSPP) simplifies the use of VMware licenses
for partners that host solutions or provide
subscription services to customers and aligns
their data center investments with the
recurring revenue model
Customer Benefits:
VSPP partners can scale to meet growth
demands without shouldering the upfront costs
of new virtualized environments

SOS Systems

Key Market Verticals:
Law Enforcement, Metro Government

Business Challenge:
A police station’s email system was crippled
and needed to quickly find a resolution

Founded:
1992

Specializations:
Hosted Solutions – Exchange, Email
Archiving and eDiscovery, Cloud
Backups, Cloud Servers & Storage,
Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery

Solution:
IBM, Intermedia, NetEnrich, VaultLogix

url:
www.sos-systems.com
Employees:
8

SOS Systems Wins More Business,
Grows Revenue with Cloud Services
Leveraging the Ingram Micro Cloud
Marketplace, SOS Systems Builds a
Successful Cloud Services Portfolio and
Capitalizes on Sales Opportunity within
the Public Sector
Jim Young is the owner of SOS Systems, Inc., an
IT solutions provider that’s been in business for
more than 20 years. Although Young was an early
adopter of managed services, he struggled to
make sense of how to profitably monetize cloud
computing and integrate these services into his
business model.
That all changed when SOS Systems engaged
with Ingram Micro and attended the distributor’s
annual Cloud Summit. Recognized as the IT
channel’s largest, dedicated cloud event, the
Ingram Micro Cloud Summit is an IT business
conference and technology exhibition that brings
together hundreds of channel partners, IT vendors
and market leaders to engage in real-world
discussions around how to market, sell and support
cloud-based services successfully.
The Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace
(www.ingrammicrocloud.com), a transactional,
online marketplace where solution providers and
MSPs can shop, procure, provision and obtain
invoices for their cloud services directly from
Ingram Micro, has also been a big growth catalyst
for the MSP.

Customer Benefits:
Able to rely on Ingram Micro to conduct
stringent vetting of all vendors
Ingram Micro has the most comprehensive
portfolio of cloud solutions

“After the Cloud Summit, the operations team
came back with a fresh new perspective on cloud
computing and the benefits it could bring to our
business and our customers,” recalls Young.
Within a few weeks after the event, the MSP began
using the Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace and
forged new business relationships with a number of
Ingram Micro cloud-focused vendors including IBM,
Intermedia, NetEnrich and VaultLogix.

Originally, the local PD asked SOS Systems for a
proposal that would replace its Exchange server
hardware, including installation services, and get the
station back on-line. But Young had a better plan. “We
showed them two options — the hardware, service,
and support option they asked for and a hosted
Exchange option that we recommended and put
together with Intermedia and Ingram Micro,” says
Young.

“By taking advantage of the Ingram Micro Cloud
Marketplace, we were able to quickly engage with
new vendors and expand our managed IT portfolio
to include hosted PBX, hosted Exchange and
hybrid backup and recovery services,” says Young.
“As any VAR or MSP will attest to, vetting new
vendors can be a time-drain so knowing that
Ingram Micro has done due diligence on our behalf
gives us the assurance we need to move faster
and engage these vendors with confidence.”

The Tennessee PD never even considered a hosted
Exchange option before and was skeptical about the
accessibility, availability, and security of a cloud-based
solution. SOS Systems responded fast, providing the
decision makers with marketing information from the
Ingram Micro and Intermedia cloud portal that
showcased a like, real-world hosted Exchange solution
in action.

Winning Big with Cloud Services
Since engaging with Ingram Micro, SOS Systems
has significantly grown its cloud services portfolio
and earned the business of several strategic
accounts including a local police department (PD)
in Tennessee.
“One of our local police departments was having
some difficulty with its email system and in
particular its Exchange server – so much so that
the officers and department had very limited email
and no reporting capabilities for nearly two weeks,”
explains Young. “From an IT standpoint, the
department was crippled and needed to find a
business resolution fast.”

That’s all it took. SOS Systems was given the green
light and the deployment was underway. As promised,
the MSP had the entire police force and office back
online and operational within the four-hour window
outlined in its service level agreement.

Partnering Smart and Getting It Done
Breeds Success
Months later, the Tennessee PD remains so pleased
with the results that SOS Systems is currently
negotiating with the entire city government to replicate
success and move its Exchange server to the cloud.

“We keep costs down using Ingram Micro.”
— Jim Young, Owner, SOS Systems

“Once a prospect or customer understands the
horsepower behind this cloud offering as well as
the five nines of reliability (99.999%) we can offer in
our service level agreement (SLA), moving to a
hosted offering becomes a no-brainer,” says
Young.
Since teaming with Ingram Cloud and leveraging its
Cloud Services Marketplace, SOS Systems has
deployed more than 300 hosted email boxes with
Intermedia, and manages more than 1 TB of cloudbased backup through VaultLogix.
“Another great benefit to cloud-based services is
the simplicity of the user experience,” says Young.
“Once a client sees the benefits firsthand, they’re
sold and want to find other ways to optimize the
infrastructure.”
With the PD success under its belt and Ingram
Micro by its side, SOS Systems is now engaged
with other regional municipal entities, pushing
forward a cloud strategy that Young expects to
account for 60 percent of SOS’s future growth.

“By taking advantage of the Ingram
Micro Cloud Marketplace, we were
able to quickly engage with new
vendors and expand our managed IT
portfolio to include hosted PBX, hosted
Exchange and hybrid backup and
recovery services.”
— Jim Young, Owner, SOS Systems

White Glove
Technologies
Founded:
1993

Key Market Vertical:
Healthcare, Professional Services, SMB
Locations:
Austin, Dallas, Houston, San Antonio

url:
www.whiteglovetech.com

For some MSPs, “cloud” is a new term for a service
they’ve been offering for several years. White
Glove Technologies has been offering private
cloud services to its customers for years, and then
began layering on complementary cloud offerings
from Ingram Micro Cloud as the technology
matured. CEO Tommy Wald explains that White
Glove has a strong vertical focus in healthcare,
which has meant offering support and services to
customers with high availability needs and low IT
staffing numbers. “We often support doctors’
offices with about 25-100 users in multiple sites, all
with electronic medical records (EMR) solutions in
place,” explains Wald. “We typically build those
customers a private cloud in our data centers to
support those multiple offices, and then provide
them with high levels of availability that we
manage.” For example, when a medical office has
a line-of-business application that every office
needs to utilize, hosting that application and
delivering it through the cloud is a cost-effective
and reliable solution. Additionally, White Glove can
offer much stronger security in its data centers than
most medical offices can manage on their own.
Despite the cloud’s nice fit with the healthcare
vertical, Wald cautions other MSPs not to focus on
the cloud when it comes to selling IT solutions into
that market. “You have to talk to them about their
needs, and then consider the different ways to
resolve that,” advises Wald. Using the example of a
business application needed in multiple offices,
Wald suggests talking to the customer first about
how to improve the availability of needed IT
resources, then ease into topics such as security,
bandwidth, on-premise security of confidential data,
and more. “The bigger question is how can you
architect the right solution; whether or not it
involves cloud is a secondary factor,” he advises.

“For healthcare it is all about connectivity and
accessibility.”
Today, White Glove augments its provide cloud
offering with Ingram Micro Cloud vendors such as
Intermedia. “We find that as we get into more
robust environments and deal more with
compliance, those vendors are a better fit than our
solutions,” says Wald. In fact, he freely admits that
if faced with today’s cloud offerings, White Glove
would not have tackled the development of its own
cloud services. “Today’s offerings, especially
hosted Exchange, are so well architected,
everything is baked right in. I would not make the
tremendous investment to create our own cloud
solutions in today’s landscape,” explains Wald.
Instead, he relies on Ingram Micro Cloud, using its
highly vetted new technology offerings as a guide
for potential opportunity with customers. “Ingram
Micro helps me fill voids in my line card without
making a tremendous investment, and it helps me
consider what other solutions I should be providing
my customers.”
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its cloud-based, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
security solution, which provides email and network
security protection.

Ingram Micro and McAfee Team to
Resolve Firm’s IT Woes and Intro New
Services Business

“With Ingram Micro’s assistance, we were able to
quickly adopt the McAfee SaaS solution internally
and immediately solved our spam and virus
issues,” says Keeven. “Another benefit we
experienced was that our Microsoft Exchange
Server became much easier to maintain.”
Soon, all three divisions of Yeo & Yeo were using
the McAfee SaaS solutions provided through the
Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace. “Once we
realized how much the McAfee solution helped our
business — taking us from reactive to proactive —
we talked to Ingram Micro about reselling it to our
customers,” says Keeven. “Our Ingram Micro rep
met with us and spent a great deal of time
educating us once again about all our options. It
gave us confidence to know that Ingram Micro
represents so many solutions and had an interest
in consulting with us find ways to increase our
portfolio and profitability.”

Yeo & Yeo Consulting is comprised of three
separate businesses, including a computer
consulting business, accounting firm, and a
medical billing business. Combined, the company
has 220 users on its shared network and relies
heavily on email to keep the communication lines
flowing. But as the company grew, its email
became riddled by viruses and spam. A better
solution was needed, and fast.
“We were desperately searching for a solution to
resolve our email issues and proactively reduce our
risk so we weren’t opening malicious email or
wasting storage space holding onto spam,” says
Julianna Keeven, sales manager at Yeo & Yeo
Computer Consulting. “There was a growing
concern within the company that it was only a
matter of time before a virus would bring down our
network and cause expensive and irreparable
damage.”
Yeo & Yeo’s IT consulting team began weighing
the options, which included working more closely
with its distribution partner Ingram Micro and
ultimately leveraging its Services Division and
Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace
(www.ingrammicrocloud.com), an online
marketplace where solution providers and MSPs
can research the cloud services offered by Ingram
Micro. After learning all that was available to them,
the Yeo & Yeo team expanded its relationship with
Ingram Micro and was immediately introduced to
McAfee (formerly MX Logic), who recommended

Today, Yeo & Yeo Computer Consulting has 60
small and mid-size business (SMB) clients using its
McAfee SaaS program and is an active member of
Ingram Micro’s VentureTech Network (VTN), an
elite channel partner community comprised of
many of the top IT solution providers across North
America.
What’s more, Yeo & Yeo has added two other
Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace services to its
program over the past four years, including
VaultLogix backup and disaster recovery and
hosted SharePoint through Intermedia.
“Our relationship with Ingram Micro has opened our
eyes to a significant amount of opportunity and
helped us grow our business in ways we didn’t

even see before. Our business is expanding and we’re
looking at adding several other Ingram Micro vendor
partners including Trend Micro, Intermedia Cloud
Server and Hosted Exchange options, Symantec, and
Awareness Technologies to our services portfolio,”
says Keeven. “What’s nice about working with Ingram
Micro is that we spend minimal time researching
vendors because we know that they’ve already done
most of the due diligence for us. It’s a tremendous
value-added benefit that enables us to stay focused on
solving business problems for our clients.”

“Our relationship with Ingram Micro has
opened our eyes to a significant amount
of opportunity and helped us grow our
business in ways we didn’t even see
before.”
— Julianna Keeven, Sales Manager,
Yeo & Yeo Computer Consulting

